Stories generated with neural language models have shown promise in grammatical and stylistic consistency. However, the generated stories are still lacking in common sense reasoning, e.g., they often contain sentences deprived of world knowledge. We propose a simple multi-task learning scheme to achieve quantitatively better common sense reasoning in language models by leveraging auxiliary training signals from datasets designed to provide common sense grounding. When combined with our two-stage fine-tuning pipeline, our method achieves improved common sense reasoning and state-of-the-art perplexity on the WritingPrompts (Fan et al., 2018) story generation dataset.
Introduction
Story generation is the task of automatically producing compelling creative writing. Recent advances in language modeling have yielded thematic and stylistic coherence in story generation through large scale pretraining of Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017) . The recent introduction of the General Pre-trained Transformer v2 (GPT2) (Radford et al., 2019 )-a high-capacity Transformer trained on a large, diverse corpus of text crawled from the web (called WebText)-is capable of generating stylistically coherent text but commonly produces text with logical inconsistencies. For example, in one sample the model writes: "It was a sunny, warm summer night". Obviously, this writing is nonsense as it cannot be sunny at night. The lack of common sense reasoning in such a strong language model suggests that minimizing next-token perplexity alone may be insufficient in producing models that can compose sensible stories.
In this paper, we consider the challenge of common sense reasoning (CSR) in language modelFigure 1: Our two-stage fine-tuning pipeline with auxiliary multi-task learning. For perplexity ranking examples, bolded text indicates the correct answer. For synthetic, the correct choice is written by a human, and the wrong choice is generated by a neural network.
ing for story generation. Unlike other work in the CSR literature (Storks et al., 2019) , which evaluates CSR in isolation, we are specifically interested in a generative model's likelihood of producing text that exhibits common sense. Evaluating common sense qualitatively in a model's samples is difficult, as it is subject to human bias and dependent on sampling procedure. We propose evaluating the common sense of a model automatically by ranking the model's perplexity on spurious (plausible, but nonsense) text completions from SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) and Story Cloze (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) datasets, which are designed for common sense grounding.
Our contributions are as follows: We propose a simple way to define better CSR in generative models, which leads to an auxiliary multi-task objective to directly bias our model to generate text with better common sense. When fine-tuning is combined with multi-task learning in a two-stage pipeline, we improve the model's CSR and outperform state-of-the-art perplexity on the WritingPrompts (Fan et al., 2018) Our primary task is to perform language modeling (Elman, 1990; Bengio et al., 2003; Dai and Le, 2015) on the WritingPrompts dataset. A language model learns to assign the probability of a text sequence X = x 1 , . . . , x T using the conditional probability factorization:
We train our model using a standard cross-entropy loss between next-step true tokens and predicted probabilities given current tokens. WritingPrompts (Fan et al., 2018 ) is a dataset of prompts and short stories crawled from Reddit. The aim of the dataset is to produce a story given a free-text prompt. We reduce this conditional text generation task into a generic language modeling task by simply concatenating the prompt before the story and treating a prompt-story pair as one input to the Transformer decoder model. This human-readable format (example in Figure 1 ) is chosen because GPT2 may have been trained on similarly formatted text from the web. When sampling, we can either seed the model with a prompt or allow it to generate its own prompt.
Auxiliary Task: Perplexity Ranking
Our auxiliary task aims to bias the model to produce text with better common sense (which we refer to as sensible text). Given a set of text sequences S = {S 1 , . . . , S N }, where S 1 is a sensible text sequence and the rest S 2 , . . . , S N are spurious text sequences, we operationally define better as the model assigning higher probability (Eq. 1) to S 1 versus the average probability over spurious text sequences S 2 , . . . , S N . Using this definition, it is possible to directly optimize the model to assign P (S 1 ) to be higher than any P (S i ). Formally, we define the probability of the model choosing the correct sequence S 1 over spurious sequences as the softmax over the lengthnormalized log probabilities of all plausible sequences:
where T i refers to the length of the text sequence S i . Thus, we can practically minimize the negative log-likelihood of Eq. 2 by reusing the same Table 1 : Datasets, training set sizes and their roles softmax layer used for the primary language modeling task. We refer to this objective as perplexity ranking as it constrains the model to rank sensible text to have lower perplexity than spurious ones.
SWAG:
In order to train on this auxiliary objective, we need training examples in the format of multiple choice questions, where the correct choice corresponds to the text with the best common sense. We choose the SWAG dataset (Zellers et al., 2018) , a dataset that provides 4-way multiple choice common sense questions that are adversarially filtered to seem plausible to language models. Unlike other CSR datasets (Talmor et al., 2018) , SWAG forms its question and answer as two full sentences, which we can concatenate into a single string to find its probability. This makes it suitable for perplexity ranking.
Synthetic: To facilitate perplexity ranking on SWAG, we additionally use a synthetic dataset that consists of 250K pairs of human written text from WebText and samples generated by the original 1.5B parameter version of the GPT2 model. 2 These samples are many paragraphs long and truncated to a maximum of 1024 tokens. We frame these pairs as a 2-way classification problem and train the model by perplexity ranking to assign higher likelihood to human written text over synthetic examples. The assumption we make is that human written text is more sensible than text written by neural language models. Hence, on average, this promotes the model to assign higher probabilities to sensible text.
weights provided by Radford et al. (2019) . We refer readers to Vaswani et al. (2017) for details of the Transformer architecture. We first perform intermediate fine-tuning (Phang et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018) of the pre-trained GPT2 on BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) as a method of domain adaptation from WebText to the domain of stories. BookCorpus is a dataset that contains over 10,000 free books crawled from the web. 3 We train on this corpus using our language modeling objective. Next, we fine-tune on the target WritingPrompts dataset with a multi-task learning objective. We alternate training between the language modeling objective on WritingPrompts and perplexity ranking on SWAG and our synthetic dataset. Training details and hyperparameters are in the appendix.
Evaluation
We perform three types of evaluation on the model to assess its readability, reliance on the prompt (prompt ranking) and CSR.
Readability is measured in terms of model perplexity on the test set of WritingPrompts. Because GPT2 uses subword tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2016) , it is not directly comparable to the wordlevel perplexity obtained in Fan et al. (2018) . We estimate the corresponding word-level perplexity by taking the product of each subword's probabilities to obtain probabilities for each word. Both sub-word perplexity and word-level perplexities are reported in our experiments.
Prompt ranking (Fan et al., 2018) assesses how well a model matches a story to its given prompt. This is measured by computing the likelihood of stories conditioned under ten different prompts, nine of which are randomly sampled and one is the true prompt. Following Fan et al. (2018) , we count a random story sample as correct when it ranks the true prompt with the lowest perplexity. We compute the accuracy from 1000 random samples.
CSR is evaluated on two multiple choice datasets -SWAG and Story Cloze (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) . We rank the perplexity computed by the model for each example and count it as correct if the lowest perplexity matches the answer. The SWAG validation set provides a proxy of how well the model generalizes in CSR to unseen examples. To ensure generalization beyond SWAG, we also perform zero-shot evaluation on the Winter 2018 Story Cloze validation set. Story Cloze consists of 5-sentence stories with correct and spurious endings. It is similar to SWAG but serves as an indomain dataset to specifically test the model's performance at CSR in story telling.
Results and Discussion
We analyze our pipeline and report the results in Table 3 . We also generate stories by sampling from our model using nucleus sampling with p = 0.9 (Holtzman et al., 2019) . We present example story completions in Table 2 and full sampled stories in our appendix and Table 4 . Pre-training: We compare our models with the attention-based Fusion Model (Fan et al., 2018) , which has been designed for and trained on WritingPrompts. We observe that a pre-trained GPT2 performing zero-shot inference on WritingPrompts (GPT2 in Table 3 ) is a strong baseline. By fine-tuning GPT2 on WritingPrompts (GPT2 → WP), we outperform the Fusion Model in perplexity. All our models outperform the Fusion Model in prompt ranking, which suggests that task-specific models are unnecessary given pretraining. Intermediate Fine-Tuning: The first stage in our pipeline performs intermediate fine-tuning of GPT2 on BookCorpus (GPT2 → BC in Table 3). To confirm that intermediate fine-tuning helps downstream performance, we evaluate the zero-shot performance of the model on WritingPrompts. This yields perplexity and prompt ranking improvements compared to GPT2, demonstrating successful domain adaptation. Perform- Table 3 : Performance of models on the test set of WritingPrompts and validation set of SWAG and Story Cloze. SW PPL and Word PPL refer to sub-word and word-level perplexity on WritingPrompts respectively. WP refers to WritingPrompts, BC refers to BookCorpus and SYNTH refers to training with our 250K synthetic examples. The asterisk * refers to an estimated score derived from BPE PPL.
ing two-stage fine tuning (GPT2 → BC → WP) further improves perplexity and CSR. We hypothesize the improvement in CSR is due to BookCorpus being a higher quality dataset written by authors when compared against WebText.
Multi-tasking Fine-Tuning: Performing multitask learning on WritingPrompts and SWAG (GPT2 → BC → WP + SWAG) unsurprisingly yields significant improvements on the SWAG validation set. More importantly, the zero-shot performance on Story Cloze also improved, indicating that it was able to generalize its common sense knowledge. We also see qualitatively improved results when generating story completions ( Table  2 ). The addition of the synthetic dataset we introduced (GPT2 → BC → WP + SWAG + SYNTH) further boosts performance on CSR. Other metrics are negligibly affected by the auxiliary tasks.
Related Work
Story Generation: Recent work in neural story generation (Kiros et al., 2015; Roemmele, 2016) has shown success in using hierarchical methods (Yao et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018) to generate stories. In these schemes, a neural architecture is engineered to first generate an outline or a prompt, then to expand the prompt into a full-length story. Our work performs hierarchical generation, but our main focus is on achieving better common sense in the generated text rather than engineering task-specific architectures. Common Sense Reasoning: Common sense reasoning (CSR) has been studied through many benchmarks such as SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018) , Story Cloze (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) , the Winograd Schema Challenge (Levesque et al., 2012) , and CommonsenseQA (Talmor et al., 2018) . Recent methods (Peters et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2018) on these benchmarks focus on large-scale pre-training of language models. They show that transfer learning is an effective means to improve CSR and our fine-tuning pipeline builds upon these techniques. Our results on SWAG and Story Cloze are far from state-of-the-art (Devlin et al., 2018) . However, our aim is not to directly tackle SWAG or Story Cloze, but instead to use it as a constraint on our model and a proxy to estimate the likelihood of generating sensible text. Multi-task Learning: Multi-task learning (MTL) introduces inductive bias in a model, helps reduce overfitting and increases robustness (Caruana, 1993; Ruder, 2017; McCann et al., 2018) . Our work builds upon MTL principles as we introduce auxiliary tasks to specifically tackle CSR (Søgaard and Bingel, 2017) . Contrary to conventional auxiliary multi-task learning (Howard and Ruder, 2018) , which adds an additional classifier to the final representations of the model for learning auxiliary tasks, we use perplexity ranking, which does not introduce additional parameters. We argue that perplexity ranking, by definition, guarantees that the model will generate sensible text with a higher probability.
Conclusion
We demonstrated a simple way to improve the likelihood that a particular language model generates sensible text. We introduced a training pipeline that leverages transfer and multi-task learning to improve perplexity and CSR. One limitation of our approach is its dependence on SWAG, which only provides short-term common sense grounding. While our synthetic dataset may mitigate this issue, story-level coherence is unlikely to be achieved using this method alone. We leave this investigation for future work.
Prompt: Aliens start abducting humans.
Steve smashed his Xbox controller at the table. He lit a smoke and took another hit. Two exes were in the room, just outside the door. "What are you doing?" he said. "Get back in there." "I-I've never actually seen any of the aliens," he replied, dispelling the smoke from his mouth. The two aliens were smirking. "Is this your first time?" the ex asked. "The last one tried to kill us."
The aliens looked at each other. "Are you sure you are ok? It looks like you are severely hurt." "Yeah, I'm fine. I just saw the door open. I'm just fine," he replied. "We're fine? You do that every day, Steve, but we still haven't gotten past this door," the ex said, resting a hand on the UFO that stood in the doorway. "I'm fine." "Good! I've never seen anything like it, have I Steve?" Steve stood up. "Yes I have." He picked up his controller. "Ok, shoot!" the aliens yelled. "This is no time to hesitate." Steve put the controller to his ear. "Who are you? What are you doing here?" The aliens pulled the gun towards him. "We-we're here to kidnap you." Steve put his hands on the UFO, and pulled the trigger. The gun went off. The aliens, scared, immediately realized where they were and ran towards the other two aliens. They kept running. Steve continued on his way towards his childhood toy house. When he was just a teen, he had built his own helicopter. He always felt they had lost. The abandoned building on the edge of the highway he and the ex had entered had been the perfect landing spot. He didn't know where they were. He didn't know how they were going to get out of there. There were bodies everywhere. Table 4 : Sample generated by GPT2 → BC → WP + SWAG + SYNTH primed with the same prompt as Fan et al. (2018) .
